Abstract. Let A be a local ring of type n . It is known that if n = 1, then A is Cohen-Macaulay and that if n = 2 and A is unmixed, then A is CohenMacaulay. Then let n > 3 . What makes A Cohen-Macaulay? We show that if A contains a field and Â satisfies (Sn_i),then A is Cohen-Macaulay.
Introduction
Let A be a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m of dimension d. The type of A, denoted by rA(A), is defined to be the length of ExtA(A/m, A). It is well known that if ^4 is a Cohen-Macaulay ring, then the index of reducibility of any parameter ideal for A is equal to the type of A, and that Gorenstein rings are characterized as Cohen-Macaulay rings of type one [2] . Vasconcelos conjectured that rings of type one are Gorenstein [17] . This conjecture was first proven by Foxby for rings containing a field and for unmixed local rings [6] . Foxby Cohen-Macaulay [9] . Concerning these results, the following questions may be raised:
Let A be a Noetherian local ring whose type is known. What makes A Cohen-
Macaulay?
For example, Marley asked if complete local rings of type n which satisfy Serre's condition (Sn-X) are Cohen-Macaulay [9] . We answer Marley's question affirmatively, when A contains a field and n > 3, and give a generalization for modules.
Preliminaries
In this section, we state some definitions and recall some facts on Serre's condition and on a module with finite local cohomologies. Throughout this paper, A denotes a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m. Let M be a finitely generated /I-module. We put Assh^Af = {p £ Ass^ Af|dim^/p = dimAf}. We say that M is unmixed (resp. quasi-unmixed) if Ass^-Af = Assh^-Af (resp. Min^-Af = Assh^-Af ), where Â (resp. M) denotes the madic completion of A (resp. M ) [11] . If A is a homomorphic image of a Cohen-Macaulay ring, then M is unmixed (resp. quasi-unmixed) if and only if Ass^ M = Assh^ M (resp. Min^ M = Assh^ M) [10, Theorem 31.6] .
Definition (2.1). Let M be a finitely generated yi-module of dimension s. For z > 0, the z'-th Bass number of M, denoted by p'A(M), is defined to be the length of Ext'A(A/m, M). Let /* be the minimal injective resolution of M and E be the injective envelope of the residue field of A. Then the z'-th Bass number is equal to the number of copies of E which appear in /' as direct summands. We refer the reader to [2] and [10, §18] for details. In particular, the type of M, denoted by rA(M), is defined to be the 5-th Bass number of M.
Definition (2.2) (Serre's condition). Let t be an integer. A finitely generated yl-module M is said to satisfy (St) if depthMp > min{i, dimMp} for all p in SuppAf. Now we state the definition of a module with finite local cohomologies or a generalized Cohen-Macaulay module, and we give characterizations of it. We refer the reader to [7] , [14] , or [16] The system of parameters which satisfies these equivalent conditions is called a standard system.
Main theorem and its proof
This section is devoted to a proof of the following theorem.
Theorem (3.1). Let A be a local ring containing a field and suppose that A is a homomorphic image of a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Let n be a positive integer, (i) If A satisfies the following conditions:
(1) rA(A)<n;
(2) A satisfies (5"_i); (3) Min,) A = Assh^ A, then A is Cohen-Macaulay.
(ii) Let M be a finitely generated A-module. If M satisfies the following conditions:
(1) rA(M)<n;
(2) Àf satisfies (Sn-X); (3) Min^ Af = Assh^ Af ; (4) Afp is a Cohen-Macaulay Ap-module for all p in SuppAf such that dim Afp < n, then M is Cohen-Macaulay.
We need the following result to prove this theorem. For any matrix cp , Ir(cp) denotes the ideal generated by the r-minors of cp . Proposition (3.2). Let A be a local ring containing a field and m be the maximal ideal of A. We consider a complex Proof. See [3] .
Bruns had proved this proposition using the existence of a big-CohenMacaulay module. And he had evaluated Bass numbers of finitely generated modules over local rings by this proposition. But now we are able to obtain strict evaluations for a module with finite local cohomologies. Since the endomorphism ring of E is isomorphic to A , F¡ is an ^4-free module of rank p'A(M). Furthermore Hi(F») -\iomA(H'm(M), E) has finite length for ¡'/i, and Supp Hs(Ft) is equal to SuppAf, because HS(F.) is the canonical module of Af [15] . So we put rt = pA(M) and r, = p'A(M) -r,_i for i > t. Then In(<Pi) is an m-primary ideal for all i < s and rJ_1 < /¿^(Af). If í > í+1, then we obtain r¡>d + t-i for t+l < i < s ,in applying Proposition (3.2) to the complex Hom^(F,, A), let p = s -1 and q = d-s + t. On the other hand, if s -t+l, then we have psA(M)-psA~x(M) + l > d, by using Eagon-Northcott's theorem [5] . Now (1) and (2) [6] or [12] ). Hence A is a ring with finite local cohomologies. If A is not Cohen-Macaulay then n > rA(A) > depths + 2. This contradicts the fact that depth A > n -1. Thus Im^-! is a module with finite local cohomologies such that its type is equal to its dimension.
This example means that Theorem (3.3) is best possible for modules, and that we cannot omit condition (4) of Theorem (3.1). Is Proposition (3.3) best possible for rings? Let A: be a field and A = k\\x, yj/(x2, xy). Then A is a ring with finite local cohomologies and rA(A) = depth A+ 2 [4]. Hence Proposition (3.3) is also the best possible for rings, but the depth of A is zero.
Does there exist such a domain? We have a non-Cohen-Macaulay domain A with finite local cohomologies such that rA(A) = depth A + 3.
Example (4.3). Let k be a field and A -k^s2, s3, st, ß. Then A is a ring with finite local cohomologies of dimension two, and depth one. The type of A is equal to four because A is isomorphic to k\a, b, c, dl/(a3 -b2, c2 -ad2, ac-bd, bc-a2d).
So if we put B -A/tA, then B is isomorphic to k\a, b, cj/(a3 -b2, c2, ac, be). We can prove a similar result on "classical type" (that is, the supremum of the index of reducibility of parameter ideals) [8] . This leads one to make the following conjectures.
Conjecture (4.5). Let A be a complete unmixed local ring of type n. If Ap is Cohen-Macaulay for all p in Spec A such that htp < n, then A is CohenMacaulay.
Conjecture (4.6). Let A be a complete local ring and M be a finitely generated unmixed A-module of type n . If Mp is a Cohen-Macaulay Ap-module for all p in Supp Af such that dim Mp < n, then M is Cohen-Macaulay.
